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I. INTRODUCTION
C ARBON nanotubes (CNTs) have been proposed for VLSI interconnect applications [1] due to their outstanding electrical and thermal properties [2] - [5] . Several works have investigated the circuit performance of CNT interconnects. It has been shown that single-walled CNT (SWCNT) interconnects can outperform Cu interconnects significantly, particularly for long lengths [6] - [8] . More recently, it has been further shown that multiwalled CNT (MWCNT) interconnects can also provide significant performance enhancement with respect to Cu interconnects [9] . As a very promising future interconnect material, besides their circuit performance in terms of delay, it is also important to investigate their high-frequency behavior. This is desirable not only for future high-frequency circuit design but also due to the fact that the significant frequencies 1 of digital signals in VLSI are as high as tens of gigahertz and are expected to increase further with technology scaling [10] . For traditional metallic materials, the resistance and inductance are known to be frequency dependent in the high-frequency regime due to skin and proximity effects [11] , e.g., resistance increases and inductance decreases with frequency. However, the high-frequency behavior of CNT interconnects' resistance and inductance is not well understood. For CNT interconnects, a bundle structure is needed [7] - [9] , as shown in Fig. 1 . There are several unique properties of CNT bundle that restrict the use of conventional impedance extraction tools. First of all, a CNT bundle consists of a large number of discrete components. Second, each CNT in the bundle is a hollow cylindrical structure. Third, there is large kinetic inductance for each CNT [12] , which cannot be captured by existing impedance extraction tools for conventional materials.
An existing work in the literature proposed using an "equivalent dc conductivity" to calculate the inductance of CNT bundles [13] . In this method, a realistic CNT bundle consisting of discrete conductors is replaced by a single solid conductor of identical dimension with an equivalent dc conductivity.
Subsequently, the inductance of the CNT bundle is extracted by employing a widely used field solver, FastHenry [14] , on that single "equivalent dc conductivity" solid conductor. However, such an approach has several fundamental issues that need to be justified. First, the treatment of discrete conductors as a single solid conductor is not valid for all cases. While the behavior of a very large number of discrete solid conductors may approach that of a single solid conductor, a significant difference could be induced by this treatment for small number of discrete conductors, as have been shown in [15] . Second, the realistic CNTs' hollow cylindrical structure cannot be captured by the approach in [13] . Most importantly, the "equivalent dc conductivity" method in [13] does not take into account the large kinetic inductance of CNTs when calculating the magnetic inductance. As will be shown later in this paper, kinetic inductance plays a critical role in determining the highfrequency impedance of CNTs. Without considering kinetic inductance, the impedance of CNT bundles cannot be correctly extracted in the high-frequency regime. This indicates that the inductance extraction method outlined in [13] is flawed. Since understanding the high-frequency effects in CNT interconnects is critical to further explore their applicability in high-frequency circuit design, a correct frequency-dependent impedance extraction method for CNT interconnects is highly desirable.
From an application perspective, CNT-based inductors have been proposed in several works [16] , [17] , although these structures cannot be easily fabricated as part of the VLSI back-end process. In [18] , an SWCNT-based on-chip inductor has been analyzed based on a modified inductance extraction procedure presented in [13] . However, since the employed inductance extraction method is flawed as discussed earlier, the inductor analysis in [18] would lead to dubious quantitative results and conclusions. As has been highlighted in [15] , CNT bundle interconnects have fundamentally different characteristics at high frequencies compared to conventional metals. In this paper, we not only develop a frequency-dependent impedance extraction method but also present a rigorous investigation of high-frequency effects in CNT bundle structures. Our analysis quells existing misunderstandings and provides insights that could potentially open up new vistas in RF/mixed-signal and off-chip applications for CNT interconnects. This paper is organized as follows. Section II develops an impedance extraction method for CNT bundles, which can serve as the basis for high-frequency analysis of CNT interconnects. In Section III, high-frequency effects in CNT interconnects are discussed, where a rigorous analysis of skin effect in CNT bundle structures is performed. As an application instance, CNT-based on-chip inductors are analyzed and compared to their Cu-based counterparts in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. IMPEDANCE ANALYSIS OF CNT INTERCONNECTS
From the traditional analysis of 3-D metal conductors, it is well known that the resistance and inductance of interconnects are strongly dependent on the operation frequency due to skin effect and/or proximity effect [11] . Similarly, investigation of the impedance behavior of CNT interconnects at high frequencies is necessary to quantify their skin or proximity effect. In this section, a frequency-dependent impedance (resistance and inductance) extraction method for both SWCNT and MWCNT bundles (as shown in Fig. 1 ) is developed, which can serve as the basis for further high-frequency analysis of CNT interconnects.
A. Impedance of a CNT
The Drude model for ac electrical conductivity predicts [19] 
where τ is the momentum relaxation time, n is the carrier density, ω is the angular frequency, and m * is the effective mass. For the dc case (ω = 0), the conductivity reduces to σ 0 = ne 2 τ /m * , so that (1) can also be written as
or in terms of resistivity
where σ 0 is the frequency-independent dc conductivity. For 1-D conductors, (2) reduces to conductance per unit length.
If we consider the case of a 1-D conductor with only one conducting channel (two spin modes), it can be shown that (see Appendix I)
where n 1D is the number of carriers per unit length and λ is the electron mean free path. For CNTs, due to their unique conical energy dispersion near Fermi level, the velocity is constant, and the mean free path is given as
where ν F is the Fermi velocity (∼8 × 10 5 m/s), and τ B is the momentum backscattering time. Note that τ B = 2τ here because backscattering corresponds to momentum relaxation from p to −p, while normal scattering corresponds to momentum relaxation from p to zero [20] . Hence, (3) can be rewritten in the impedance (intrinsic) form
where h/2e 2 ∼ 12.9 kΩ. The first term of (6) is the per unit length scattering resistance (R s )
and the second term can be modeled as the inductive impedance (jωL K ), where L K is the kinetic inductance per unit length and is equal to Fig. 2 . Equivalent circuit model [9] of each CNT shell, where Rmc is the imperfect metal-CNT contact resistance, R Q is the quantum resistance, R S is the scattering resistance, L K is the kinetic inductance, L M is the magnetic inductance, C Q is the quantum capacitance, and C E is the electrostatic capacitance.
In reality, besides scattering resistance, there is quantum contact resistance (R Q ) between 1-D and 3-D materials, which is also equal to h/2e 2 for each conducting channel. Therefore, for a CNT with N conducting channels and length L, the total resistance and kinetic inductance are given by
It should be noted that, for conventional metals, we only consider the scattering resistance and ignore the kinetic inductance. This is due to two reasons. First of all, the momentum relaxation time for a metal is usually very small (on the order of 10 −14 s) [19] , and thus, the imaginary part of (3) is negligible for frequencies less than a terahertz (ωτ 1). Second, as shown in (8) , the total kinetic inductance also scales down with the number of conducting channels N , which usually is very large for metals, except for very small dimensions. In comparison, the momentum relaxation time for a CNT is on the order of 10 −12 s or even larger (ωτ ∼ 1), and the N for a CNT is small (= 2 for an SWCNT). Hence, from (6) and (8b), one can observe that the kinetic inductance is significantly larger in CNTs. It is instructive to note that since the large kinetic inductance of CNTs is primarily associated with their large momentum relaxation time, the existence of such large kinetic inductance need not be restricted to CNTs in the ballistic region. The existence of large kinetic inductance in 2 μm CNTs has also been experimentally verified in [21] .
B. Equivalent Circuit for CNT
The aforementioned derivation of CNT impedance is consistent with many theoretical or modeling works in literature [7] - [9] , [12] , [22] . Based on this understanding, the equivalent circuit model of CNT has been proposed in [7] - [9] and shown in Fig. 2 , where R Q , R S , and L K can be calculated using (8) .
It has been shown that the mean free path of CNT (λ) is proportional to the diameter [4] and can be approximated as [9] λ = 1000 · D
where D is the diameter of the CNT shell. Note that employing this value of λ obtained from measurements takes into account the defects in the CNTs; the theoretical value of λ will be much larger than that calculated using (9) [9] . The number (N ) of conducting channels equals two for metallic SWCNTs. However, for the case of large-diameter MWCNTs, N of a CNT shell increases with the diameter and can be approximated by [9] , [23] 
where D i is the diameter of the ith shell in MWCNTs. It should be noted that the assumption in (10) is that the shells in an MWCNT have 1/3 probability to be of metallic chirality and 2/3 probability to be of semiconducting chirality. Since MWCNTs have many shells in parallel, the total resistance and kinetic inductance of MWCNTs can be obtained by
where R i CNT is the resistance of the ith shell and can be obtained from (8a), incorporating (9) and (10) . The detailed model and analysis of MWCNTs can be found in [9] .
As per the circuit model shown in Fig. 2 , besides quantum contact resistance, there is another contact resistance (R mc ) due to the imperfect contact condition between CNTs and other materials. This resistance can range from zero to hundreds of kiloohms for different growth processes. Recently, as demonstrated in [24] - [26] , the R mc of CNTs could be very small compared to the total resistance.
In order to compare the conductance of different types of CNTs, a better way is to examine their equivalent dc resistivities based on the calculated resistances and their diameters for different types of CNT bundles, as shown in Fig. 3 . It can be observed that, for the case of SWCNT bundle with metallic fraction F m= 1 or large-diameter MWCNTs (outmost diameter D >10 nm), their dc resistivity would be lower than that of bulk Cu (∼2 μΩ · cm) for long lengths. On the other hand, for SWCNT bundles with metallic fraction F m = 1/3 or MWCNTs with outmost diameter < 10 nm, their dc resistivities are always higher than that of bulk Cu.
In Fig. 2 , it is also shown that there is magnetic inductance (L M ) associated with CNTs, which is the traditional inductive component due to the electromagnetic (EM) field. The magnetic inductance consists of self-inductance (L self ) and mutual inductance (M ). Since CNT is a cylindrical structure, its selfinductance and mutual inductance can be obtained from [27] by employing the concepts of geometric mean distance (GMD) and arithmetic mean distance (AMD) as follows (see Appendix II for details):
where L is the length of CNT, and S is the GMD between two CNTs (equals the center-to-center distance between two CNTs due to their cylindrical structure), as shown in Fig. 4 . For hollow concentric cylindrical structures with innermost and outmost diameters of D in and D out , respectively, their GMD can be extrapolated from [28] for an arbitrary ratio of D in /D out as follows:
The third term (12) is usually negligible for long lengths, where AMD can be approximated as
For typical geometries, the values of (12) and (13) are on the order of pH/μm, which is much smaller than the kinetic inductance counterpart.
C. Impedance Extraction of CNT Bundle
The self-impedance and mutual impedance of each CNT in Fig. 4 can be expressed as
where
, L self , and M can be obtained from the previous section, depending on the type of CNT. Note that the self-impedance of each CNT consists of resistive and inductive (both kinetic and magnetic) impedances. On the other hand, mutual impedance only consists of magnetic component since there is no mutual kinetic inductance. The intertube resistance among CNTs in a bundle has been shown to be on the order of megaohms [29] and their effect can be ignored. Employing (16) and (17) into a CNT bundle structure, we can derive the impedance matrix of the CNT bundle as
where Z i self is the self-impedance of the ith nanotube, and M ij is the mutual inductance between the ith and jth nanotubes in the bundle. Note that, by employing (12) and (13), the impedance matrix (18) has not only considered the realistic hollow cylindrical structure but also taken into account the discreteness of the CNTs in a bundle. Having this impedance matrix, the total effective impedance of the bundle can be obtained for a given frequency ω by solving the matrix equation 
where sum[I] is the sum of the currents in each CNTs in the bundle for voltage V 0 . The total effective resistance and inductance can be obtained as
Since the impact of kinetic inductance has raised some concerns in terms of its significance [6] , [21] , its fraction in the total effective inductance of CNT interconnects for different cross sections has been analyzed at low frequency (where inductance will not change with frequency) using our method and shown in Fig. 5 . As can be observed, kinetic inductance forms a significant fraction of total inductance only when the width of SWCNT interconnects is smaller than 100 nm. However, it is For the Cu wire, it is simulated using the field solver FastHenry [14] . F m indicates the fraction of metallic SWCNTs in the SWCNT bundle. The broken lines are the results obtain for the CNTs from the "equivalent dc conductivity" method in [13] . much more significant in the case of MWCNT bundles. This is because the number of conducting channels (N ) of MWCNT bundles is small compared to that of SWCNT bundles for a given cross section [9] , and the total kinetic inductance scales down linearly with N , as shown in (8b) and (11b).
III. HIGH-FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF CNT INTERCONNECTS

A. High-Frequency Impedance of CNT Interconnects
Based on the impedance extraction procedure outlined earlier, the frequency-dependent effective resistance and inductance of CNT bundles can be obtained. Fig. 6 shows the resistance and inductance of CNT interconnect, as a function of frequency, as compared with those of a Cu wire. The interconnect width and height are assumed to be 2 μm and 1 μm, respectively. It can be observed that the resistance of Cu wire increases dramatically in the high-frequency region due to significant skin effect. However, it is interesting to observe that the resistance/inductance of CNT bundles increase/decrease by a small amount and saturate at high frequencies, implying reduced skin effect. Particularly for MWCNTs, their resistance almost remains unchanged (increase < 8%), implying negligible skin effect.
For 500-μm length, all the CNT cases shown in Cu (as shown in Fig. 3) , which implies that, if they followed the traditional physics of skin effect, their skin depths would be smaller than that of Cu, and therefore, the skin effect would have been more significant. However, the resistance and inductance curves in Fig. 6 imply that, contrary to traditional wisdom, the skin effect in a CNT bundle is much less significant. The reason for this unusual result can be attributed to the presence of large kinetic inductance in each CNT, which could be more than two orders larger than the magnetic component or, in other words, as discussed in Section II-A, due to large momentum relaxation time in CNTs.
B. Skin Effect in CNT Bundle Structures
In order to explain the aforementioned reduced skin effect in CNT bundles, a rigorous investigation using Maxwell's EM theory is preferred. The full-wave analytical modeling of EM wave transmission for a single CNT in antenna application has been shown in [22] . However, a fully analytical treatment of EM wave (E-field) attenuation inside a CNT bundle, directly from the Maxwell's equations, is nontrivial since it consists of a large number of discrete conductors. In order to make it feasible, we treat the CNT bundle as a homogenous material with longitudinal complex (ac) conductivity, as shown in (2), and investigate the skin effect and high-frequency properties for this CNT material.
For a good conductor, where displacement current is negligible compared to the conduction current (e.g., ωε σ), one can derive (see Appendix III) the following relation from the Maxwell's equations:
where μ and σ are the permeability and conductivity of the material, respectively. Considering a semi-infinite material [as shown in Fig. 7(a) ] with height H, width W (W >> H), and with current (or E-field) in the z direction, the electrical field propagation in the direction that is perpendicular to the x − z surface (y direction) will follow (22) , whose 1-D form is
and E z can be solved as
The first exponential component e −αy represents the exponential decay of electrical field in y direction inside the conductor, as shown in Fig. 7(b) . The second exponential component e −jβy represents the E-field propagation along y direction. Substituting (2) into (24), α and β are obtained as
The skin depth δ is defined as 1/α, which is
For conventional metals (τ is very small or ωτ 1), (28) reduces to the classical skin depth
For CNTs, the momentum relaxation time can be obtained by
Hence, the equivalent skin depths of different types of CNT bundles can be calculated using (28) and (30) and are shown in Fig. 8(a) .
From Fig. 8(a) , it can be observed that the skin depth of Cu wire continues to reduce with frequency, whereas the skin depths of CNTs saturate after certain frequencies due to the existence of large kinetic inductance or large momentum relaxation time τ . The value of this saturation frequency depends on the momentum relaxation time τ . Larger diameter CNTs have larger τ and will saturate earlier. It is interesting to find that MWCNTs will not only start saturating at a relatively lower frequency but will also have relatively larger saturated skin depths. MWCNTs with diameters of 20 nm and 40 nm have similar saturated skin depths. Considering the fact that MWCNTs could have comparable circuit performance to that of SWCNTs [9] , it can be expected that MWCNTs would have significant advantages in high-frequency applications.
We further evaluate the high-frequency resistance of CNT materials, considering the structure shown in Fig. 7(a) . Since W > > H, the skin effect is determined by the height H. The total current of the conductor shown in Fig. 7(a) can be calculated as
where E 0 is the incident electric field, and Γ is given by (24) . From Fig. 7(b) , one can derive the E-field on the x − z surface of conductor, E surf , as
Therefore, the effective resistance per unit length can be calculated as: Fig. 8(b) shows the ratio of R eff with respect to dc resistance as a function of frequency, for H = 1 μm. It can be observed that the resistance of Cu increases dramatically at high frequencies, whereas the resistance of CNTs saturates at high frequencies. Particularly, MWCNTs exhibit only a small increase (< 9%). It should be noted that this slight increment in the resistance of MWCNTs is for the case with conductor height H = 1 μm; if the height is larger, the resistance increase in MWCNTs will be greater than this amount.
The aforementioned rigorous skin effect analysis of CNT material is in good agreement with our impedance extraction results shown in Fig. 6. For comparison, Fig. 6 also shows the results obtained from a previous CNT impedance extraction "equivalent dc conductivity" method [13] using FastHenry [14] . At low frequencies, the results using the method in [13] are in agreement with those obtained using the methodology presented in this paper. However, as can be observed, because the kinetic inductance is not included in that "equivalent dc conductivity" method, the high-frequency properties of CNT bundles cannot be correctly captured by that method.
From the aforementioned analysis, it can be concluded that the large kinetic inductance in CNTs has two effects. The first one is that it increases the overall inductance value. However, this increment becomes small (particularly for SWCNTs) for large bundle size due to the fact that the total kinetic inductance scales down with the number of channels or number of tubes. This can be observed from Fig. 5 . The second effect is more subtle and only becomes significant in high-frequency region, which leads to the reduced skin effect in CNT bundles, as has been discussed in this section.
IV. CNT-BASED ON-CHIP INDUCTOR
The high-frequency effect in CNT bundles as discussed in the previous section is very exciting for high-frequency applications. For high-frequency circuit design, one of the important concerns is that the conductor loss increases dramatically due to increasing resistance at high frequencies (due to skin and proximity effects). Since the resistance of CNT interconnects increases by a smaller amount or remains almost unchanged at high frequencies, the high-frequency performance of the circuit can be enhanced significantly by employing CNT interconnects. In this section, on-chip inductor is analyzed as an instance to demonstrate the promising high-frequency performance of CNT interconnects.
One of the proposed structures for CNT-based spiral inductor is shown in Fig. 9(a) , where a metal block at each corner is employed as contact for CNT bundles along perpendicular directions. The four-turn inductor shown in Fig. 9(a) is for lowfrequency applications (< 10 GHz). For high-frequency applications, inductors with fewer turns are preferred (a 0.75-turn inductor will be analyzed later). A similar structure, in which CNT bundle is grown along perpendicular directions from a common block, has been fabricated in [30] , which indicates that the structure shown in Fig. 9 (a) can be possibly fabricated in the near future. It should be noted that, although there are still a lot of challenges remaining in the CNT interconnect fabrication and integration area, the CNT interconnect fabrication technology is progressing rapidly. For example, the growth temperature of CNT via has been recently lowered to 365
• C, and with this low temperature growth, the integration of CNT via structure in ultralow k dielectric (k = 2.6) with good reliability performance has also been demonstrated [31] . All of these progresses indicate the technological feasibility of CNT interconnects.
For inductor design, quality factor (Q) is a very important performance metric. It is defined as
where E stored/cycle is the energy stored in the system per cycle, while E lost/cycle is the energy lost per cycle. P diss represents the average power dissipated by the system, and W mag and W elect represent the averages of the stored magnetic and electric energies, respectively. The lower the loss of a device, the higher the Q factor. From an inductor perspective, Q factor can also be regarded as a measure of the ratio of the desired quantity, related to the inductive reactance (= ωL), to the undesired quantity (resistance). High-Q-factor inductors are more desirable since higher Q factor indicates not only lower loss but also higher frequency stability, as well as lower phase noise, which is particularly important for oscillators [32] . For an ideal inductor with only series inductance L S and resistance R S but no capacitance (i.e., W elect = 0), its Q factor is given by ωL S /R S , i.e., linear with frequency. In reality, the Q factor of an inductor will not be linear with frequency. The typical Q factor versus frequency curve of an inductor is shown in Fig. 10(a) , where the ideal Q factor (ωL S /R S ) serves as an upper bound of the Q factor. At low frequencies, Q usually follows the trend of ωL S /R S . As frequency increases, capacitive and magnetic coupling with substrate become more and more significant, which increases energy dissipation. In addition, the skin/proximity effects of the conductor also increase the Fig. 11 . Equivalent 11-element π model for on-chip spiral inductors. L S and R S are the frequency-dependent series inductance and resistance, respectively. For CNT, L S and R S are calculated using the method outlined in Section II, which includes L K and R Q , respectively. L eddy and R eddy capture the eddy current effects in the substrate. C S , Cox, and C sub represent the inter-turn conductor capacitance, oxide capacitance and substrate capacitance, respectively.
resistive loss in the inductor at high frequencies. As a result, Q factor starts to fall off at high frequencies, as shown schematically in Fig. 10(a) . In this paper, the Q factor is calculated using a traditional method
where Y 11 is the input admittance of the inductor network (across ports 1 and 2 with ports 3 and 4 shorted, in Fig. 11) .
A. Contribution of Kinetic Inductance to Q Factor
Since CNTs have very large kinetic inductance, one natural question that arises is as follows: Will this large inductance increase the Q factor of CNT-based inductors accordingly? For CNT-based inductors, the Q factor can be considered to be consisting of two parts: 1) a magnetic inductance component (Q magnetic ), which is the same as in a conventional inductor and 2) a kinetic inductance component (Q kinetic ), which is relevant for mesoscopic (low-dimensional) materials, such as CNTs. As shown in Fig. 10(a) , if only the upper bound (Q upper total ) of Q factor is considered, the kinetic inductance component of the Q factor can be obtained by
where the superscript "upper" denotes the upper bound value of Q, L is the length, λ is the mean free path of CNT, N ch is the total number of conducting channels of the bundle, and L K is given by (7b). For the typical value of λ ∼ 1 μm, Fig. 10(b) shows the Q upper kinetic as a function of frequency and length. It is observed that, although the kinetic inductance of each CNT has large value, Q kinetic is almost negligible (< 0.065 at 100 GHz). Therefore, in order to achieve high-Q inductors (preferably > 10 in realistic applications), the magnetic-fieldinduced inductance, being the main contributor, should be maximized. Since the magnetic inductance is dependent on the geometry and area, it can be expected that CNT-based inductors would require similar area as conventional metal inductors.
B. CNT-Based Inductor Evaluation
In order to model on-chip inductors, the widely used π model [33] is modified to include the effect of substrate (by adding L eddy and R eddy components), as shown in Fig. 11 . L S and R S are the series frequency-dependent inductance and resistance, respectively, of CNT interconnects without considering the substrate effect. For CNT-based inductors, L S and R S can be obtained by employing the impedance extraction procedure discussed in Section II, while for Cu-based inductors, they can be extracted using FastHenry [14] . At high frequencies, the eddy currents induced in the substrate will significantly decrease the performance of the inductor. These eddy currents are in an opposite direction with respect to the current of the inductor, as schematically shown in Fig. 9(b) . They will not only reduce the effective magnetic energy stored in the system but also increase energy dissipation due to substrate loss. In order to capture the effect of the substrate, the complex image theory [34] is employed. Using the complex image theory, the substrate effect can be simplified as conductors with their images placed at a distance of h eff (complex number), without the presence of the substrate. The distance between conductor and its image h eff can be calculated by
where h ox is the oxide thickness, h si is the substrate thickness, and δ sub is the skin depth of substrate (δ sub = 2ρ sub /μω).
Aside from resistance and inductance, there are several capacitances in the on-chip inductor model, as shown in Fig. 11 , such as inter-turn (including turn to underpass) capacitance (C S ), capacitance between inductor-conductors and substrate (oxide capacitance C ox ), and substrate capacitance (C sub ). All these capacitances can be calculated using the distributed capacitance model [35] . Based on the model in Fig. 11 , the performance of CNTbased inductors can be analyzed and compared to that of Cu inductors. Here, the inductor considered is a four-turn planar spiral inductor, which has outermost diameter D out = 200 μm, conductor width W = 8 μm, conductor thickness H = 2 μm, conductor spacing S = 1 μm, and oxide and substrate thicknesses of 10 μm and 300 μm, respectively. The Q factor analysis results are shown in Fig. 12 for different types of CNTs and substrate resistivities (ρ sub = 10 Ω · cm and ρ sub = 0.01 Ω · cm). It can be observed that, for low-loss (highresistivity; 10 Ω · cm) substrate [see Fig. 12(a) ], the maximum Q factor of CNT-based inductor can be ∼140% (2.4 X) higher than that of Cu inductor (for densely packed MWCNTs with D = 40 nm). This significant enhancement in Q factor arises not only because of the lower dc resistance of CNTs but also because of the reduced skin effect in CNT interconnects. This is clear from examining the cases of MWCNTs with D = 10 nm or SWCNT with metallic fraction F m = 1/3. Both of these cases with CNTs have larger resistivity than Cu, as shown in Fig. 3 . However, inductors based on these materials have better or comparable Q factors to that of Cu-based inductor. This indicates that reduced skin effect in CNT bundles has significant positive impact on the performance of inductors. For high-loss (low-resistivity) substrate [see Fig. 12(b) ], the impact of substrate eddy currents becomes significant, and the benefit of CNT's high-frequency properties gets eclipsed by large substrate eddy current loss, which reduces the maximum Q factor, as well as the corresponding frequency from ∼10 to 1 GHz (so that the advantage of reduced skin effect in CNT interconnects is less significant). Nevertheless, CNT-based inductors can still offer better Q factors [maximum enhancement is 53% (1.5 X), as shown in Fig. 12(b) ] than that of Cu except for the case of SWCNT with F m = 1/3.
C. Ultrahigh Frequency Applications
The previous inductor example is for frequencies in the range of 1-10 GHz applications. Recently, ultrahigh frequency (tens of gigahertz) RF circuits have attracted lots of interests, such as for 24-[36] or 60-GHz [37] applications. In this ultrahigh frequency region, the advantage of CNT's reduced skin effect is expected to be more prominent.
The inductors for these ultrahigh frequency RF circuits are usually designed to have relatively small number of turns and, hence, small area, since the inductance required is small to support such high-frequency operation. Fig. 13(a) shows one possible inductor design that has only 3/4 turn, an outer diameter of 100 μm, and conductor width and thickness of 5 μm and 1 μm, respectively. Fig. 13(b) and (c) shows the Q factor of such inductors at several tens of gigahertz application for different types of CNT bundles and Cu wire. It can be observed that, for low-loss substrate [ Fig. 13(b) ], the maximum Q factor of inductor can be increased by as much as 230% (3.3 X) by going from Cu to CNTs. The higher Q factor enhancement in this case, compared to the one in Fig. 12 , indeed implies that CNT interconnects have more significant advantage at higher frequencies. For low-loss substrate, the SWCNTs will be better than Cu if F m > 1/3, and all MWCNTs outperform Cu. In fact, even the worst case MWCNT considered here (with a diameter of 10 nm) can have comparable performance to that of the best case SWCNT (F m = 1). This again highlights the advantages of employing MWCNTs in high-frequency applications. For high-loss substrate [ Fig. 13(c) ], CNT would also have better performance than Cu except for the case of SWCNT with F m = 1/3. The maximum Q factor enhancement in high-loss substrate is 35% (1.35 X). For the sake of better understanding, the series resistance and inductance (R S and L S ) of this 0.75-turn inductor are further shown in Fig. 14 , from which the reduced skin effect in CNT (particularly in MWCNT) bundles can be clearly observed.
The aforementioned CNT-based inductor analyses have assumed perfect contacts (i.e., R mc = 0), which indicates that maximum performance enhancement (for a given configuration) can be potentially achieved by employing CNT bundles. In reality, the process variability needs to be taken into account. Although some work has achieved nearly perfect contact (R mc ∼ 0), the value of R mc could also be as large as tens of kiloohms. Fig. 15 shows the impact of such imperfect contact resistance (R mc ) on CNT-based inductors. It can be observed that, for the considered range of R mc per channel, the impact of R mc is negligible for SWCNT-based inductors but significant for large-diameter MWCNT-based inductors. This is because the number of total conducting channels for SWCNT bundle is very large for a given cross-sectional area (due to small diameter) and the impact of R mc becomes negligible, whereas for MWCNT bundles, the total number of conducting channels is relatively small due to its large diameter (much fewer nanotubes in a given area) [9] and, thus, R mc becomes more significant. Aside from R mc , the density of CNTs in the bundle can also be expected to have significant impact on the performance of CNT-based inductors, since the resistance is inversely proportional to the density. It has been shown in [15] that, in order to make CNT inductors outperform Cu inductors, high CNT density (at least 20%) will be required.
The preceding analyses are based on the assumption that CNTs are under low-voltage bias, where optical phonon and zone boundary phonon scattering can be excluded. However, at high-voltage bias, these two scattering mechanisms will take effect and increase the resistance of CNTs [24] . For a voltage bias V , the total resistance can be written as [24] R total = R low + V I sat (38) where R low is the resistance used in this work, and I sat is the saturation current, which is ∼25 μA. From the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors [39] , the supply voltage of current high-performance RF/analog circuit is 1.2 V but could be as high as 2.5 V. Considering the case of a 0.75-turn inductor, even if a voltage of 2.5 V is assumed, the second term of (38) will only be 5% of R low . Furthermore, this percentage will be even lower if the total length of the inductor is larger (such as the four-turn inductor discussed in Section IV-B) or if the supply voltage becomes lower. Therefore, it can be concluded that considering low-voltage bias resistance of CNTs is sufficient for on-chip inductor design.
V. CONCLUSION
The analysis in this paper has illustrated for the first time that, because of the presence of large kinetic inductance (due to large momentum relaxation time) in each CNT, the skin effect in CNT bundles is significantly reduced compared to that in conventional conductors. Particularly, MWCNTs could offer significant advantages in high-frequency applications, since they exhibit much reduced skin effect in comparison to SWCNTs and are also known to offer comparable circuit performance with that of SWCNTs due to low dc resistivity. This preferable high-frequency property of CNTs is then explored in the design and analysis of high-performance on-chip inductors. It has been demonstrated that the Q factor of CNT-based inductors could be as high as 3.3 times compared to those based on Cu without using any magnetic materials or any optimization techniques. Since fabricating ideal densely packed SWCNT bundles (100% metallic nanotubes separated by Van der Waal's gap) remains challenging, large-diameter MWCNT interconnects could be very promising for future high-frequency interconnect applications including inductor design.
APPENDIX I
For a 1-D conductor with length L, and only one conducting channel (two spin modes), the interval of neighboring states in k space is 2π/L (shown in Fig. 16 ). The number of states from zero to k F is equal to k F /(2π/L). Assuming that all available states below E F are filled, the number of carriers per unit length (from −k F to +k F ) can be derived as
where k F is the Fermi wave vector. The first prefactor "2" represents the spin degeneracy, and the second prefactor "2" accounts for both negative and positive k space, as shown in Fig. 16 . The conductance of a 1-D conductor is given by
Substituting k F = m * ν into (A2), one can obtain
Note that, in a 1-D conductor, the backscattering momentum relaxation time τ B = 2τ . This is because backscattering corresponds to momentum relaxation from p to −p, while normal scattering corresponds to momentum relaxation from p to zero [21] . Therefore, (A3) can be written as
where the mean free path λ is defined as λ = τ B ν.
APPENDIX II
The concept of geometric mean distance (GMD) is a way of representing the mutual inductance of two conductors with arbitrarily shaped cross sections by two infinitely thin filaments. This concept dates back to 1872 when it was originated by J. C. Maxwell [38] . As shown in Fig. 17 , the mutual inductance of two infinitely thin filaments separated by the GMD will be equal to the mutual inductance between two original conductors with arbitrarily shaped cross sections S 1 and S 2 . The formula used to calculate the GMD for the two conductors with arbitrarily shaped cross sections is given by
where r is the distance between any pair of points in the cross sections S 1 and S 2 .
The definition of GMD of a single conductor with arbitrarily shaped cross section is the distance between two infinitely thin imaginary filaments, whose mutual inductance is equal to the self-inductance of the original single conductor.
The arithmetic mean distance (AMD) of two conductors with arbitrarily shaped cross sections is the average distance between every pair of points from one conductor to another. It can be calculated by
For a single conductor, its AMD is the average distance of all possible pairs of points within the cross section.
APPENDIX III
The four Maxwell equations can be expressed as
where H is the magnetic field intensity, J is the current density, D is the electric displacement field, and E is the electric field. Also, Ohm's law can be expressed as
From (A8), one can write the following:
Now, recall the vector identity
Note that there is no source charge in the system (ρ = 0), so that (A10) can be written as ∇ · E = 0. Hence, substituting (A13) in (A12), one arrives at
Substituting (A7) and (A11) into (A14) leads to
For a good conductor, the displacement current is negligible, compared with the conduction current, so that the second item on the right-hand side of (A15) is negligible. Thus, (A15) can be further written as
For a time-varying field, the electric field can be written as E = E 0 e jωt , so that
Substituting (A17) in (A16), one arrives at 
